
LEARN WELL. LIVE WITH HONOR.

BIXBY PUBLIC SCHOOLS COMMUNICATIONS

Not receiving district emails?
1. Confirm with your school site secretary that the guardian email is correct in

PowerSchool.
2. Add “donotreply@bixbyps.org” to your email contacts.

Not receiving district text messages?
1. Confirm with your school site secretary that cell phone numbers are correct in

PowerSchool.
2. Save the contact 989-00 in your cell phone as Bixby Schools.
3. Text “help” to 989-00
4. If you get a response, you are able to receive messages from 5-digit numbers.
5. Text “start” to 989-00 to begin receiving text messages from BPS.
6. If you do not get a response:

○ Confirm this number, 989-00, isn't in your blocked numbers.  On an iPhone, it is
under settings Settings/messages/blocked contacts.

○ If blocked, unblock and repeat steps 3-5.
7. If you are still not receiving a response when completing step 3, please contact your

carrier for further assistance.
○ Make sure you can receive texts from 5-digit numbers
○ Confirm with the carrier that there is no spam blocker in place that may be

preventing these texts from coming through.

AT&T Users:

1. Since you are on AT&T, Please do a quick test to see if you are receiving messages
from any other Short Codes.

● An easy test is to call *3282# like you're making a call. You should receive a
free text message from AT&Ts short code about your data usage.

● If you have prepaid service with AT&T use *777# to receive a text back with
your account and feature balances.

2. Add the following number to your contacts as Bixby Schools 989-00, make sure hide
alerts for this number is turned o�.

3. Confirm this number, 989-00, isn't in your blocked numbers.  On an iPhone, it is under
settings Settings/messages/blocked contacts.
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